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The long-recognized pedagogical values to be accrued from 
weaving some history of mathematics into the school mathematics 
program has led to the creation of some special preparatory 
courses and of accompanying textual materials to help achieve 
the desired aims. Since so many of the school teachers do not 
find the opportunity to study those courses in higher mathematics 
needed to render an appreciation of the history of advanced 
mathematics possible, and, indeed, since those teachers have 
essentially no classroom use for the history of advanced mathe- 
matics, the special courses and textual materials are limited to 
the history of elementary mathematics, namely mathematics up 
through the beginnings of the calculus. 
Some efforts to produce appropriate materials have been 
along the lines of a basically chronological treatment of ele- 
mentary mathematics, limiting the material to that which can 
actually be used in the classroom to enrich, deepen, and integrate 
with the daily presentations. Among these works we find, Cajori’s 
A History of Elementary Mathematics (largely cropped from his 
fuller work), Ball’s A Primer of the History of Mathematics 
(similarly largely cropped from his fuller work), Smith’s two- 
Volume History of Mathematics, Sanford’s A Short History of 
Mathematics, and Eves’ An Introduction to the History of Mathe- 
matics. Other efforts lie in giving up the chronological 
arrangement of the material for a subject-matter arrangement 
instead. We see this trend in one of the Smith volumes, in much 
of Sanford’s little book, in Willerding’s Mathematical Concepts, 
A Historical Approach, and, especially, in the rather recent 
Historical Topics for the Mathematics Classroom (the thirty-first 
yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics). 
In this last work we find a large collection of small historical 
capsules, conveniently arranged by subject matter, each capsule 
designed for specific classroom use at the appropriate place in 
some school mathematics course. 
The little book under review offers fine examples of his- 
torical capsules, in the spirit of the National Council’s year- 
book, arranged by school subject matter. The capsules are well 
chosen, are scholarly, and often touch upon pertinent original 
mathematical literature. The English translation has been en- 
hanced by the meticulous scholarship and notes of the translator. 
The work is divided about evenly into two parts, Part I devoted 
to the lower and middle schools, and Part II to the upper school. 
The three chapters of Part I deal with arithmetic (with a total 
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of 6 capsules), algebra (11 capsules), and geometry and trigo- 
nometry (11 capsules). Part II is composed of two chapters: the 
infinitesimal calculus (with 10 capsules), and analytic geometry 
(with 7 capsules). Each of the 45 capsules offered is excellently 
handled and many of them carry useful illustrative examples. 
The book also contains 53 line diagrams and 5 plates (one ac- 
companying each chapter). The translator has incorporated an 
excellent first bibliography of 22 selected and easily-available 
English references, and he has tied his footnote references for 
Part I to Smith’s two-volume work and to Bayer’s first rate 
A History of Mathematics, two books “which themselves may form 
the next stage in the reader’s historical studies”. 
One’s only complaint is the slenderness of the volume; the 
collection of 45 capsules is certainly only a beginning, though 
a very good one indeed. Every teacher of school mathematics 
could find Popp’s little volume very helpful. However, in view 
of the much more complete year-book mentioned above, Popp’s work 
is now largely redundant. 
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Le petit lime de M. Rashed est constitut? par un choix de 
textes (122 p.) p&&de d’une Introduction intitulee: Commentaire 
(87 P.). Dans ce dernier, l’auteur veut presenter et interprt?ter 
l’essai de Condorcet pour fonder une science sociale mathgmatisee; 
de 18 le titre du livre. On y examine successivement: “le projet 
scientifique de Condorcet”,--I’ calcul des probabilitees et science 
sociale math&matique” ,--“mathgmatique du probable, science du 
probable et doctrine du ‘motif de croire’ I1 ,--“doctrine 
contractualiste et conditions de la d&ision”,--“limites et 
extension de la science sociale mathematique”. Cette Introduction 
substantielle est compl6tGe par une bibliographie choisie et un 
tableau biographie bien fait. 
La thsse de M. Rashed, qui oriente et structure son analyse 
du projet de Condorcet, comporte essentialement trois points: 
(1) Le problsme critique de la possibilite et des limites 
d’une science mathgmatisge se pose pour Condorcet dans le cadre 
d’une association indissoluble entre une analyse philosophique-- 
empruntge surtout B Locke et Condillac--, et une pratique effective 
de la d6marche scientifique. 
(2) Le calcul des probabilitgs est consid&%! par Condorcet 
non pas simplement comme instrument d’applications possibles dans 
le domaine social, mais comme fondement d’une connaissance 
